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3j vision is a free promoting label for all kinds of cultural events, especially for musical events. 

We lean on solid TV and radio partnerships in order to develop 6 programmes : 

- Jazz on air 

- Nothing but the Blues 

- The beat goes on 

- Twenty Flight Rock 

- Musical Box 

- 3J Country Show 

 

If you send us image or sound, we guarantee our broadcasting them and our sending you the links to have 

access to the broadcastings.  

NANCY-WEBTV (http://www.nancy-webtv.fr/) is over 440,000 visits per month (site web *.com and 

*.fr) (240,000 Daily Motion and 325,000 YouTube) and the possibility for artists and musical groups to 

be on air, live; we make a one – hour recording and an interview . 

We will give you free 1 blue-ray, 1 DVD, and 1 CD of the recording. You can get the original audio 

document back, if you choose to do your own mixing. 

We can send you a contract (with all the technical details), if you wish to have one. 

If you have video-clips, we can put them on line and broadcast them 24 hours in a row for a month, in 

order to promote artists and events. 

NANCY-WEBRADIO (http://www.nancy-webradio.fr/) with its 93,000 podcasts per month, and even 

more, it is a natural complement to the TV.  

It is necessary to send CD’s or MP3’s, for we do not do illegal downloading. 

Three radio-relay networks, RCN NANCY, RADIO DECLIC, RADIO DIDELENG (Luxembourg), 

MEUSE FM, RADIO GUE MOZOT, and our feed is relayed by ORANGE RADIO... have put their trust 

in us.  

We are presently negotiating with other radios which should join us soon. 

We are also in touch with the Press; we cover 3 to 4 events per week, with interviews, photos, and even 

videos if we are allowed to.  

We also have an important file of professionals and we are in charge of communication with numerous 

places. 

 

Do not hesitate to contact us if you need more information. 

We hope to have succeeded in making you interested in our work and offers; we also hope to have the 

possibility of developing a constructive partnership with you. 

 

Respectfully and truly yours, 

 

Jean-Jacques Janot 


